NICK CRIDER
Hi, I’m Nick Crider. I’m an Executive Recruiter with Johnson Search
Group (JSG). I am a Mining and Heavy Industrial recruiter, and my focus
is in permanent placement and direct contract of professionals in the
Mountain West Region. I am committed to making every client and
candidate relationship personal and professional. I am committed to be
a highly personalized recruiter and pride myself by being thorough,
passionate, and focused approach. I thrive on building a consistent
rapport with both clients and candidates. I understand that it’s up to me
to find out what is required not just on the job description but what is
needed to add value to each department of your company.
When you partner with me and Johnson Search Group, you will be able to rest assured that you are working with
a top professional that will ensure all your boxes get checked before you even see a resume. Depending on the
parameters of your search, you can utilize my mining and heavy industrial team on a retained or engaged basis,
or contingency agreement. Feel free to give me a call any time and we can discuss what works best for you and
the best way to quickly add more value to your organization. We work hard to take the stress off your team to
find the right candidate for the position, as well as the organization.
Depending on the parameters of your search, you can utilize me and my team on a retained or engaged basis, or
contingency agreement. My team and I put every candidate through a 3-step vetting process. This assures both
candidates and clients are receiving the best opportunity for growth and success. We consistently close the
candidates we represent candidate on money, availability, and location. This ensures that when you present an
offer to one of our candidates, you can trust that they will accept and show up to your facility Monday morning.
I am passionate about connecting the best talent with the right employment opportunity. Let my team and I earn
your trust and become your business recruiting partner. I understand that you’re busy and sifting through dozens
of resumes is the last thing you need. Let me help you by letting me do what I do all day, every day. I love what I
do and I’m eager to get to work for you.
Founded in 1984, Johnson Service Group has grown into one of the most successful recruitment
organizations in the world. In 2018, JSG was named by Staffing Industry Analysts to four of their prominent
lists: Largest Global Staffing Firms, Largest U.S. Staffing Firms, Largest U.S. Engineering Staffing Firms, and
Largest Canadian Staffing Firms. JSG offers a full range of staffing solutions including contract, permanent
placement, and large-scale project solutions.
Contact Nick Crider:
Phone: 509.688.0595
Email: ncrider@jsirecruit.com
Website: www.johnsonsearchgroup.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nickolas-crider21/

